Does clinical memory fMRI provide a comprehensive map of medial temporal lobe structures?
Successful clinical application of fMRI tasks requires reliable knowledge about the brain structures mapped by the task. With memory fMRI, diverging evidence exists concerning the location of major signal sources as well as hippocampal contributions. To clarify these issues, we investigated a frequently applied memory test (home town walking) in 33 patients with unilateral medial temporal lobe pathology, comparing healthy and diseased hemispheres. We focused on a detailed investigation of individual fMRI maps on non-transformed high-resolution functional images. Results show a clear dominance of activations around the collateral sulcus, corresponding to parahippocampal and entorhinal cortex activities. Hippocampus activity was absent in the vast majority of patients. The diseased hemispheres showed lower activation than the healthy hemispheres. We conclude that (1) the investigated memory test may be successfully applied for evaluation of the parahippocampal cortex, (2) the hippocampus is not reliably mapped by the task, and (3) the methods described for investigation of individual high-resolution functional images allow generation of application profiles for clinical fMRI tasks.